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and when we kiss

j2 au; 8400k
pg13 for language and kisses (duh)

jensen is not amused by the the tall football douche who sits in front of him in organic  
chem. in fact, he prefers to torture him whenever possible.

part one

Jensen’s organic chemistry class is held in a musty, dark, ground-level lecture hall in the Easterfield 
building of Victoria University. It’s an 8:30 class but he manages to make it in early. Sits at his usual 
rusted-leg desk, kicks his feet up on the seat in front of him territorially, and finishes the coffee he’d 
paid for with his campus card in the student union. 

His hair, notebook, class folder, Chucks, Levis, and button-down are all soaked from morning rain 
showers. His skin feels raw and clammy, hair sticking to his temples. 

Dry, itchy eyes scan the notes he took during last week’s lecture. A worthless endeavor, as he can no 
longer decipher the shorthand he’d chosen to use that day. Between choosing a thesis topic, working 
part-time at the music shop down the street, and being waist-deep in biochem problems until 3am this 
morning, he hasn’t really had the time for organic. 

It’s only September. He’s 22 but he feels too goddamn old for this shit. With five classes, three labs, 
and his research thesis, senior year promises to swipe heavily at any sanity Jensen’s been hanging 
onto.

At 8:35, Professor MacLaurin is running late and a tall kid in flannel pants and Asics ambles up the 
stadium stairs, right to the chair Jensen’s legs are draped over. Jensen tenses immediately. 

This guy does it to him every fucking lecture; they’ve been in some pissing contest over this seat since 
the first class, two weeks ago. Jensen had been seated, and the guy had sauntered up the stairs in the 
football team’s green and white training jacket. His cross trainers had been a pristine, unmarred white, 
hair carefully styled back, away from his face. 

He was clean; manicured, even. While good-looking, Jensen had immediately dismissed him as perfect 
in a way Jensen finds ugly.

He’d paused on the landing and looked oddly at Jensen, as if they’d met somewhere and he’d been 
struggling to remember Jensen’s name. Then he’d nodded at the seat, wanting to sit there. 

Today, he glares out at Jensen from under the hood of his fitted Vic U sweatshirt without a word. The 
flannel pants are soft and unwrinkled. He looks like he just stepped off an artfully-lit Abercrombie 
shoot.
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“Seriously?” Jensen says, clipped and irritated. “There are open seats everywhere.”

“It’s my seat. You keep putting your feet on it.”

“Right, but my feet were here first. So find somewhere else.”

“Just fucking move already.”

Jensen opens his mouth to tell him where to stick, but MacLaurin bustles in and calls everyone’s 
attention while the guy takes a step closer to the chair. Jensen rolls his eyes and moves his feet, 
muttering, “unfuckingbelievable.”

For the next hour and a half, Jensen can’t see the professor’s podium and half the white board because 
of a rain-damp white hood. 

Jensen doesn’t learn his name until they get their first exams back on October 5th, when MacLaurin 
lingers halfway up the stairs and says, “Jared Padalecki.”

Jared unfolds himself from the desk and trots down to get his exam. Jensen watches him look at the 
grade, at how his posture falls, his face pulls into irritation, at how he says to himself, oh come on.

When Jared heads back up the stairs, his expression darkens further to see Jensen’s ripped black Chuck 
Taylors hoisted up over the back of his chair again. Jensen smirks, sips his coffee, and gamely waves 
his 98% exam at Jared’s face.

Organic chem rapidly becomes insufferable to Jensen not only because he doesn’t have time for a 
stupid fucking 200-level class, but because his mornings in the lecture hall are spent being tortured by 
Jared’s heavy sighs, peevish groans, and quiet mouthy retorts at MacLaurin’s requests to do extra sets 
of problems for homework.

During a lecture on reaction mechanisms, Jensen tells Jared to shut the fuck up, dude, because it’s 
either that, or kick him in the back of the head. 

He isn’t prepared to have Jared whip around, red-angry, tense and upset, telling Jensen to shove it,  
dick. 

Jensen gives him the finger, but doesn’t say anything for the rest of the lecture. He even tries especially 
hard to avoid kicking the back of Jared’s chair, which is usually a good gag at least once or twice a 
lecture. 

Sitting there silently, trying to find a comfortable angle to see around the combed sleekness of Jared’s 
too-long hair, Jensen gets a thought that Jared’s having a hard time in this class, and for a second he 
feels bad. 

But instead of doing anything about it, he just decides to continue on with his day. 
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Autumn is in the air, cool and crisp, brushing color onto Jensen’s cheeks as he hustles across campus to 
the student union. He’s always fascinated by how busy campus gets at 8am, when by 9 it’s completely 
deserted. His gaze ticks from face to face as he makes his way down, and finally lands on the back of a 
tall, clean-lined figure in Vic U track pants, pushing through the main doors of the union. 

Jensen slows his pace, hoping to avoid a run-in with Jared inside. He finds it unsettling to have an odd, 
needling connection with someone he doesn’t even know, and would rather not drag it out of the 
classroom.

Unfortunately for Jensen, Jared is in line at the campus Starbucks, where Jensen stops every morning 
for a House Blend, and Jensen lets out a long breath as he steps in behind him. He doesn’t tap Jared’s 
shoulder, or say hello, so when Jared turns around after ordering his coffee, he blinks in surprise.

“I didn’t even know you were there,” Jared says.

“Yeah, well. Unless you have eyes in the back of your head. Didn’t know you drank coffee.”

“I’m trying to be more of a pissy cunt. Seems to work for you. See you in class.” 

Jensen glares at Jared’s retreating form for so long that Alyson, who works at the counter and always 
remembers his order, snaps at him to regain his attention.

“Oh, for fuck’s sake.”

Jensen glances up from reviewing his latest organic exam – 100% - to stare at the back of Jared’s 
head. He’s resting his temple in a palm, elbow on the desk, as he angrily flips through his test. 

“Sucking yet again, Padalecki?” Jensen smirks, unable to resist.

“Fuck off, Ackles.”

“Maybe if you studied even half as hard as you practiced, Meat, you’d at least know how to draw a 
fucking Lewis Structure.” 

“I swear, if you invite yourself into my life one more time I am going to kill you.”

“Meat angry,” Jensen says. “Meat smash.” 

“Dude, if I fail this class, I am so royally fucked,” Jared says to himself, ignoring Jensen.

Jensen looks back down at his desk, putting his exam away and tuning back into MacLaurin’s lecture.

Halfway through the next lecture, Jensen has mentally checked out of organic chemistry in favor of 
reading through some sources he printed out for his thesis on molecular modeling and genomics. He 
zips through two journal articles, highlighting some important passages to use in his lit review, before 
he notices that Jared has dropped his notebook to the floor and has laid his head down on his desk. 

Jensen pauses in his research, studying the crooked line of Jared’s strong shoulders. He knows that 
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posture. It’s defeat, and it’s unbecoming of a body that looks so utterly capable. The last time Jensen 
had worn it had been suffering through D’s in Calc II, sophomore year, but he knows it didn’t look 
nearly as pathetic on him.

Sighing, he shoves the articles back in his bag, grabs his organic notebook, and climbs over the seat to 
settle in beside Jared. He looks down at the white board, catching himself up to what MacLaurin’s been 
teaching; stereochemistry, looks like. He ignores when Jared picks his head up from the desk to stare 
at him, instead focusing his attention on writing out his own explanation of the lecture. 

When he’s finished, he turns to Jared, who continues to stare. Without looking up from the paper, 
Jensen runs through what he’s written, fleshing it out for Jared: “So you remember isomers, right? 
Basically there’s two different types, constitutional and stereoisomer, and he is about to bore you to 
death with atom configurations, but the important thing here is that different spatial arrangements 
result in changes in chemical properties. And, obviously, chemical reactions. You get me?”

Jared studies Jensen’s drawings carefully, following Jensen’s pen as it highlights his points with 
underlines and circles. He nods slowly in assent. 

“Okay,” Jensen says. “Now fucking pay attention.”

Jared’s gaze lingers for a second longer, with Jensen resolutely refusing to make eye contact. He sets 
the tone by continuing to take notes on the lecture. After a moment, Jared leans down to pick up his 
notebook, opens it to an unfinished page, and follows suit. 

Much to Jensen’s dismay, Jared follows him outside after class. He should’ve known better than to take 
pity. Should’ve known better than to give an opportunity to discuss something beyond Jensen’s dirty 
feet on Jared’s chair. 

“I swear, chemistry’s like the worst thing that ever happened to me. Worse than T drills. Got stuck 
there because I needed it as a pre-req for like all of my nutrition classes. I’m in the dietitian program. 
Need a chem minor just to take the basic courses though. Plus, if I don’t get better than a C, I lose my 
athletic scholarship, just like that. One more failed exam and it’s gone, can you believe that? I have a 
few guys who help me out during team study, but shit. Chemistry. It’s the worst. Don’t you just hate 
it?” 

Jensen makes eye contact with Jared. “I’m a 4th year chem major. Concentration in bioinformatics. 
Minor in environmental chem. So, not really.” 

“Oh! Well,” Jared nods awkwardly, looking away. The tips of his ears are reddening as they peek out 
from dark, wavy hair. He doesn’t continue the thought. 

Jensen rolls his eyes. He doesn’t do awkward. He nods in the direction of the Old Kirk building. 
“Anyway, I’ve got a lab, so.” 

“Yeah, I’ve got weight training. Guess I’ll see you later.” 

“Whatever,” Jensen says, and heads up the hill as Jared continues to the gym, shoving on a set of 
headphones. Stupid, he thinks to himself. 

When Jensen gets to organic the next week, he’s slightly delirious, sleepless, over-caffeinated, and 
hardly presentable in jeans and a hooded sweatshirt. He feels like a freshman all over again. After 
working so hard for so long to get where he is now, less than a year from graduating with Latin 
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Honors, the thought of any form of regression disgusts him.

Climbing the stairs of the lecture stadium, Jensen notices immediately that Jared is sitting in the seat 
next to his. In a deep dark part of his belly he wants to smile, but in the irritated and exhausted frontal 
lobe of his brain, he sighs and can’t keep himself from rolling his eyes. 

“So this is gonna be a thing, huh?” Jensen asks, dropping into his desk and dumping his bag on the 
floor.

“Please. Like I’m gonna let myself fail this stupid class when I have a fuckin’ senior chem major sitting 
right behind me.” 

The good thing about this arrangement is, Jensen gets to kick his feet up on the back of Jared’s chair. 
The bad thing is they spend almost the entire lecture fighting over the arm rest. Jensen wins, but Jared 
successfully draws a Lewis structure that covalently bonds Jensen with a variety of angry, toothy 
animals and a couple of dicks.

Jensen’s eyes flicker down to Jared’s notebook and he can’t help but laugh. Jared grins, but doesn’t 
look up from his drawing.

Midterms are fast-approaching, as is the cold weather, the height of the college football season, and a 
yearly physical inventory of the entire music shop that keeps Jensen after-hours three days in a row. 

Jensen figures he and Jared might have become friends, if they hadn’t had to work so back-breaking 
hard for this school. He chalks it up to could-have-been, and resigns himself to seeing Jared once a 
week outside of class to help him study.

Work is actually a welcome reprieve from the relentless pace of classes, so when Jensen is asked to 
stay late on a Thursday night to help watch the floor while the managers total their inventory counts, 
Jensen happily agrees to re-stock and clean as opposed to spending another exhausting night with his 
biochem book.

The store is quiet, which means he has a little more leeway in being able to side-step the latest top 
twenty albums and put on something he actually enjoys. He throws on A Decade of Steely Dan and 
heads into the aisles with a box of used CDs to stock.

The bell at the door chimes about twenty minutes into his work, while Jensen is halfway through the 
B’s, and he doesn’t look up. The only weeknight visitors are college kids, and they’d like Jensen to greet 
them about as much as he’d like to greet them, so he figures they’ll come to him if they really can’t 
find Odelay or Ten or Johnny Cash’s Greatest Hits or whatever the fuck else they’re listening to these 
days.

“Do you have Odelay?” 

Jensen picks out the Beck CD he’s right in front of and hands it over, but looks up after realizing that 
the voice is Jared.

“What are you doing here?” 

Jared grins. “Not lookin’ for a Beck album. Procrastinating, actually – I just came by to kill some time, I 
walk by here like every day. Didn’t know you worked here. Do you ever sleep? How do you even 
function during organic, or any other class? Shit.” 
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“It’s only three nights a week. You probably spend more time at practice than I do here. Anything I can 
help you find?”

“Nah, just – here to look.”

Jensen raises an eyebrow, hesitantly hearing something else in the tone. Ignoring it, he says, “Buy me 
something.”

“Buy you something? You work here. What could you possibly need, that you haven’t heard?”

“I want your favorite. You’re here. You must like music. Get me the most important thing you’ve ever 
heard. And it can’t be Odelay.”

“Hilarious,” Jared says. After some hesitation he looks around warily, and Jensen wonders if he’s 
nervous. 

Jared steps up close to Jensen, eyes the Be- section. Jensen sucks in a silent breath, suddenly alarmed, 
and takes a step back. Every hair on his body is reaching toward Jared and he feels his face warming 
bright red as he watches from over Jared’s shoulder.

He’s going for the Beatles.

“Boring,” Jensen says, covering his embarrassment.

Jared turns to face him, eyes wide with humorless disbelief. “Wait, I’m being judged on this?” 

Jensen shrugs. “Well, if that’s really what you want to pick.”

Jared narrows his eyes, mouth twisted up with indecision, like he can’t figure out what Jensen’s playing 
at. He moves on, heads for the P’s. Jensen follows along, heart beating in time to the subwoofer, used 
CDs forgotten in a box in front of Beck. 

Next, Jared skims through the Pixies albums, and Jensen can’t resist. He hisses a breath in through his 
teeth, frowning. Jared stills, looking up, mouth tight with unspoken protests. 

“Trying way too hard, man,” Jensen says.

“You’re unbelievable,” Jared says after a beat, eyes flitting over Jensen’s face, ticking from eyes to nose 
to hair to eyes to mouth to eyes. 

Jensen rocks back onto his heels under the gaze, tips his chin up in challenge. “Just sayin’. ‘Wave of 
Mutilation?’ Didn’t peg you for being so predictable. Then again, you do wear that training jacket like 
every day.” 

Jared’s jaw shifts, officially irritated, which Jensen has come to appreciate more than he probably 
should. He stares over Jensen’s shoulder for a moment in thought, smiles to himself, and then heads 
for the M’s. Jensen tries to see what he’s picking but Jared’s using a broad back and inappropriate 
wingspan to block his view. 

He turns with a CD in his hand, and fishes a twenty dollar bill out of his pocket. Hands them both to 
Jensen.

“Final answer,” Jared says.
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“Maxwell?” Jensen asks.

“Number one. Dick. See you in class.”

Jensen watches him leave the store, stares at the back of the album with interest. Something he hasn’t 
heard before; it doesn’t look like anything that would interest him, and it certainly doesn’t look like 
anything Jared “Halfback” Padalecki should know about either. 

He changes out Steely Dan and leans against the main register, listening. He likes the sound of it 
instantly. He appreciates anything with soul. He feels an odd, panicky stillness take over when he hears 
the main theme. 

It’s simple, and could very well be meaningless, but at that moment Jensen feels something stir inside. 
He stares at the shop door, where Jared had disappeared moments before, and hears it.

I gotta get to know ya.

The next week, when Jensen sits down next to Jared and hands over a cup of coffee, he says, “Good 
choice. I liked it. Never heard it before.”

“See?” Jared says. “I have layers. I’m complex. Unique. Like a stereoisomer.”

“Don’t hurt yourself.”

“Shut up. I’m learning. Thanks for the coffee. Now pray with me that MacLaurin doesn’t show up 
today.”

Jensen grins. 

The night before the organic mid-term, they are listening to the brittle November wind from the over-
heated fifth floor of the library. It’s nearly midnight and the stacks have long been abandoned; most of 
the students are crowded on the café floor pounding energy drinks and Snickers bars, but Jensen likes 
it up here with the dust and the wind and the warmth that wafts up from below. 

He forces Jared to do several sets of problems on his own while he barrels through a rough draft of a lit 
review that’s due in two days. 

Jared sits back in his chair, head tipped to listen to the wind. “I have to play in that tomorrow night. 
This season has been fuckin’ brutal, man. Wind and rain, rain and wind. My shoulder still hurts from 
that hit I took during practice, like, three weeks ago. It’s gonna suck. Goddamn, it’s hot in here.”

“Jared.”

“I know. I just need a minute.”

“You need more than a minute,” Jensen murmurs, not looking up.

“You’re right,” Jared says.
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It’s not until the very last possible moment that Jensen realizes Jared is standing to lean over the table, 
lifting Jensen’s chin with a calloused palm, and settling a warm, intent mouth over Jensen’s. 

Jensen sucks in a breath on instinct, hand on Jared’s face, and his thighs tighten immediately with 
heat. He opens his mouth, thumbing the rough line of Jared’s jaw with interest, and Jared’s tongue 
trips along his bottom lip and in. It is deep and drags on wonderfully.

It lasts for about seven seconds, at which point Jensen catches himself, pushes Jared’s face away, and 
wipes his mouth on a sleeve with disgust.

“Dude,” Jensen says, catching his breath and looking down at his notes. “Gross.” 

He feels the stare Jared gives him, hot and disbelieving, hears Jared’s breathing even out on one long, 
slow exhale. He slumps into the chair across from Jensen and kicks his legs out under the table. 

“You fuckin’ liar,” Jared says, going back to his notebook.

Jensen doesn’t answer. In truth, he can’t get his belly to stop trembling. 

Neither of them waits around for the other after the mid-term, but Jensen hopes that Jared does well. 
He spends his day packing up the essentials to head home for Thanksgiving break, and passes in his lit 
review draft early. He calls out of work and instead wanders around campus, checking in on some 
friends, saying goodbyes, nodding to professors he’s had. 

He ends off at the student union, where he beelines to the Starbucks for a coffee. Alyson greets him 
there, gets his drink ready, asks, “So did your friend end up finding you the other night?”

“Huh?” Jensen asks, cocking an eyebrow. “What friend?”

“That guy, well shit, I can’t remember his name. Tall guy. He stopped by last week asking about you, 
and I ended up telling him you worked at the record shop, and he said he’d catch up with you there.” 

“Oh, him,” Jensen says. “Yeah, he ended up coming down there. He’s a good guy. Name’s Jared.”

“Seemed like a good guy,” Alyson smirks, knowing.

Jensen walks away not really sure what he’s supposed to be feeling. Not sure he’s supposed to feel this 
silly. He starts off back in the direction of his suite, thoughts tripping over one another in their speed, 
when they suddenly halt, all at once, so quickly that Jensen stops walking. He knows where he should 
be walking right now, and so he turns around and heads for the field.

The stands are packed for the last game before break. The field is gorgeous, newly renovated this 
summer, somehow lush even in the dead of November. Friends, family, and students pack in tight 
together, sharing warmth and spirit, voice, and hot chocolates. Jensen walks along behind the railing 
that blocks off the cheerleading squad and the team bench. He stares up at the lights, at how they 
change a midnight blue sky into a hazy, glowing green. 

He gazes out over the field, scans the players in their home colors, can’t tell if any of them are Jared. 
He is close enough to hear every collision of helmet to ground, every thud of a body being collapsed of 
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breath, every curse the Vic U coach shouts over a five-yard penalty. He hears the water cooler sloshing 
as it’s moved from one end of the bench to the other. He hears the shout of a player getting his 
shoulder jimmied back into place.

When Jensen follows the cry, he sees a player lying on his stomach on an empty bench with dark, 
sweat-matted hair in his eyes. The number 89 is emblazoned on his back. His heart lurches with 
sympathy; it’s Jared.

Jensen finds himself lingering, watching as Jared sits up, back to Jensen, rolling his shoulders and 
stretching out his neck. He nods abruptly to the coach standing over him, shoves his mouth guard in, 
and waits for the defense to come off the field. 

For a moment Jensen doesn’t really believe that Jared is going in after that, but he does; shoots up off 
the bench, tugging his helmet on, as soon as Christchurch gives up their drive. 

In that very moment, Jensen sees a lot of things in Jared: toughness, dedication, loyalty, strength. He 
sees Jared as a person to be envious of. Jensen feels like a first-class idiot for ever giving him so much 
shit over a fucking chair in organic chem. What stupid petty bullshit. 

Jensen’s eyes are fixated on every move Jared makes on that field. He watches Jared complete a 
fifteen yard pass and run it another ten. Watches him get crunched between two Christchurch 
linebackers and grips the railing so tight his knuckles hurt. Watches Jared pick up a handoff and 
command another thirty yards. 

Jensen had no idea. None.

Offensive comes off the field so fast and delirious with a touchdown that it makes Jensen laugh. He 
watches Jared pound the kicker’s back, smash helmets with the quarterback, and get an ass slap from 
one of the coaches. Tugging off his helmet, Jared downs a bottle of water, looking past the railing to 
the crowd. 

He freezes when he locks eyes on Jensen, and Jensen feels his stomach do a barrel roll. Out of anxiety, 
embarrassment, or joy, he can’t tell. But Jared just grins at him, shaking his head. 

Jensen gives him the finger and looks back out onto the field, resolutely ignoring Jared until he’s back 
out on the line again, hidden under a helmet. 

Jared corners Jensen the next morning in the parking lot, shoving bags into his car. Jensen looks up 
guiltily, stops working to tap restless fingers into his thighs.

“I was gonna call you,” Jensen says.

“Sure you were.” 

Jared doesn’t look mad; he leans a hip against Jensen’s Subaru and hitches a corner of his mouth up 
into a smile. 

“What?” Jensen asks warily.

“You came to my game.”

“No, I didn’t.”
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“I saw you. We fucking made eye contact.”

“Wasn’t me,” Jensen says, and goes back to shoving bags into his car. Asks: “How’d you do on your 
mid-term?”

“Passed. 81%.” 

“That’s really great.”

“Not as great as Jensen Fucking Ackles, Hipster Chemistry Geek, at the football stadium on Friday 
night, ogling number 89.”

“You wish, you delusional bucket of scum.” 

“Hey,” Jared says softly. 

Jensen looks up when Jared takes his wrist and steps in close, eyes bright and searching. Jensen goes 
flush in his face, stomach, and neck; he feels his toes curl in his sneakers, inclining his mouth 
unconsciously. 

“I, um,” Jensen says, staring at Jared’s mouth.

“You weren’t gonna call me,” Jared says, and leans in for a kiss that bows Jensen’s back and brings 
their hips flush and tight. Jensen gasps, arms looping around Jared’s neck and tightening, while Jared 
pulls him in with hot palms against the angles of Jensen’s hips. 

Jared’s mouth opens, tongue skirting, biting softly in a way that makes Jensen ache. He tilts his head 
the other way, digs his heels in against the wind and the pressure of Jared’s body, and opens further. 
Dead leaves kick up around them on the breeze and drag over each other quietly. Jensen feels like this 
is heart-pounding perfect.

“You,” he says, pushing away and gasping. “Need to get a hold of yourself.” 

Jared rolls his eyes, shoves Jensen off. “Maybe I’ll see you around when we get back. Like, outside of 
class.”

“Probably not,” Jensen says dismissively, slamming the back door of his car with finality. “I’m gonna be 
sort of – busy.”

And it’s the truth; Jensen’s thesis work will be kicking into high gear, he’ll have three lab practicals lined 
up, and his job will continue to eat at all of his free nights like a bacteria.

When Jensen hears no response, he quits fiddling with his keys and reluctantly looks up at Jared. He 
sees hurt there that he wasn’t expecting. 

“You fuckin’ asshole,” Jared says, finally turning to leave. “Have a good break.” 

Jensen watches him go, trying not to feel the ache that tells him to follow. 
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part two

Jensen has a restless, uncomfortable break and is back on campus, unpacked with his head buried in 
research, as early as possible. He’s eager for some extra time to work on his thesis. He wants some 
time alone in his suite before the roommates stomp back in with booze, bass, and women. He has to 
stop by the record shop to find out if they put him on the schedule for this week.

He looks for Jared everywhere and doesn’t find him. 

For that one Sunday before classes resume, on a silent campus brushed light with snow, Jensen 
wanders back and forth across the quad, convincing himself that Jared is no one. Some guy in his class 
he’d helped out, and started obsessing over for no good reason.

Late at night, on the inner curve of sleep when the lights are out, Jensen allows himself to think of 
Jared differently. 

Instead of a bitterly twisted mouth and pulled face, there are long fingers that span the warm dip of 
Jensen’s back; there are lean legs bracketing his; there are tense, darkened eyes begging for 
permission to touch Jensen again.

And Jensen lies alone, sleepless under the hanging moon outside his bedroom window, too busy to 
connect with someone he spends all his time thinking about.

On Monday night after biochem and lab, Jensen has his first shift back at the record shop. After the 
windows are cleaned and the place is vacuumed, Jensen shoves aside his re-stock in favor of leaning 
over the register, chin in palm, staring into space. He listens to Maxwell and startles to attention, 
hopeful, every time the door hits the welcome bell. 

After a full six hours of feeling like an idiot, Jensen goes back to thinking that Jared is a complete tool. 

Jensen has a hip against the Starbucks counter, talking to Alyson, when she looks over his shoulder, 
smiles, and says, “Well, welcome back!”

And Jared has stepped up behind him, smiling bright at Alyson, greeting her back. He nods at Jensen in 
brief acknowledgment. 

“Meat,” he greets in return, biting down hard on his own tongue afterward.

Jared’s eyes linger for about half a second, jaw twitching, before he moves on to ask Alyson how her 
holidays were. 

Jensen stands there, eyes on the floor, heart in his throat while it beats so hard against his skin that he 
trembles. He hears his mind blurt a few bitchy comments during their conversation, but for some 
reason he bites down on them.

In truth, Jensen spends the entire two minutes it takes for Jared to get his coffee waiting for him to 
take a step closer, or slip him a quiet look. But, Jensen knows a brush-off when he gets one. He 
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remains silent, waiting for Jared to leave. 

When Jared turns and walks out with a small wave to Alyson, he doesn’t even look at Jensen, which 
digs right into him. The whole thing abruptly starts to hurt. Jared’s the forward one. Jared’s the one 
who forces contact, who – and if he can’t even be polite – then what must he think of Jensen?

“What was that?” Alyson asks, raising eyebrows at Jensen.

“I think I’m a dick,” Jensen says, and then chuffs at himself. “Which is hilarious, cause that’s how we 
started talking.” 

As obsessed with organic chemistry as he has suddenly become, Jensen can’t manage to get there on 
time. He spends his morning finishing a lab report, obsessing over his hair, writing a to-do list, dallying 
over coffee with Alyson, and finally - standing outside the lecture doors, waiting a few extra minutes.

The last thing he needs is to look excited to be here. 

He finally strolls in ten minutes late, quiet, casual, unhurried. He can’t stop his eyes from immediately 
flitting up to their seats.

They’re empty. Jared isn’t there.

Hesitating, Jensen stares dumbly at the vacant rows. Something sinks inside that feels like it won’t ever 
come back. He climbs the stairs slowly, muscles painfully tense, and when he gets there, there’s 
nothing to do but just sit down and open his notebook.

He spends the entire class watching the door, but Jared never shows up.

When Thursday morning rolls around and again, Jared isn’t there, Jensen wonders if Jared wasn’t doing 
well enough in class. Maybe he dropped it and decided to try again next semester. Maybe he’s sick. 
Maybe Jared left the class because of him.

Jensen thinks, I am a self-important ass. He tunes back into his lecture.

A week later, Jensen is overwhelmed by the amount of work piled on top of him. He has a shift at the 
store tonight and he’s thinking of calling out, just for the opportunity to read enough about biochem to 
not fall behind.

Even before that is the painful issue of Jensen’s thesis. His research professor doesn’t get it. It needs 
work. If thoughts could kill, the entire university would have been blown to a smoldering crater by now.

He’s on his laptop in the library, speed-editing the second half when Jared walks by him. The draft is 
due in twenty minutes, on the other side of campus. Jensen thinks about it for approximately one 
panicked second; he shoves his work aside and scrambles up to follow Jared.

Jared is heading for the stairs when Jensen’s voice gets loud enough – Hey, Jared. Hey! – for him to 
finally stop, head falling between his shoulder blades before he turns.

“What’s up with you, man?” Jensen asks; he means it to be light but it comes off accusing as he 
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catches his breath. “Can’t say hi? Haven’t seen you since we got back.”

Jared’s jaw shifts with discomfort. He’s fighting between keeping eye contact and staring at the wall 
behind Jensen.

“I’ve been around,” Jared says.

“Oh, that’s fucking cute. Around where? You haven’t even been in class.” 

“I’m there.”

“I haven’t seen you once.”

Jared shrugs, offering no explanation. Instead, he says: “You didn’t want to run into me.”

“I never said that.”

“Well, that’s what I heard. Loud and clear.”

“Well, I’m running into you now,” Jensen snipes.

“And?”

“Jared, come on.”

“Don’t you have class or something?” Jared asks, shifting the bag on his shoulder and turning on heel. 
He disappears up the stairs, leaving Jensen to stand there, flustered and angry, embarrassed, and 
upset. 

His draft is over an hour late.

It’s in the second week of December, getting his third organic exam back, that Jensen finds Jared in 
class. When MacLaurin calls his name, Jensen’s attention is riveted to the tall figure in the Vic training 
jacket unfolding from the second row to retrieve the exam. 

Jensen watches Jared carefully, but his eyes don’t stray from the grade in his hands; the smile that 
crosses his face gives Jensen reason enough to smile with him. 

He’s bothered as hell by the fact that Jared leaves the room at the end of class without looking back.

On Friday night he’s crossing to the far edge of campus, where the suites are, after an endless, 
aggravating shift at work. He’d shown four different people where to find the same Nick Cave album, 
had a teenaged girl bitch him out for not knowing who Aaliyah is dating, and argued with some emo 
douche regarding the Get-Up Kids versus the Anniversary until Jensen finally kicked him out of the 
store on principle of being an idiot.

He plans on using the buzzing, negative energy to steamroll through his last stack of journal articles, 
taking refuge on the quiet fifth floor of the library. No time like the present to grapple his way to a 3.9.
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When he gets to his suite he finds a party: loud, frothing, and in full swing. Jensen elbows his way 
through the crowd towards his bedroom, but by the time he gets there he’s had two shots poured 
down his throat and an invite into the next round of pong.

Jensen throws his bag down and toes off his shoes without turning on the light, and then heads back 
to the kitchen for another drink. It’s been a while since he got good and shit-wrecked drunk; after a 
semester like this, he’s probably earned it. 

By one o’clock, he’s proven three times over that he’s a Beirut master, and he’s had more to drink in the 
last two hours than he’s had in the entirety of the semester and half the summer combined. He shakes 
his head when one of his roommates shoves another beer at him; he’s had plenty, feeling good and 
loose, dizzy and sloshed, like he’s ready to go pass out fully clothed in the cool darkness of his empty 
bedroom. 

On his way through the living room, Jensen spots a familiar face he can’t put a name to. Looking closer, 
he sees that the lean, broad-shouldered blonde with the goatee is talking to his roommate, Steve. It 
dawns on Jensen suddenly; that’s the kicker from the Vic U football team. Number 37. He remembers 
the field goal.

Jensen frowns. What’s that guy doing here? Jensen didn’t know that Steve hung out with football jocks. 
Steve’s in a band that plays in places called Joe’s Dive; what the fuck could they possibly have in 
common? 

It’s then, on that very thought, that Jensen notices the guy sitting on the couch next to them, watching 
the conversation with dulled interest. It’s Jared. Jared is in his suite, at his roommate’s party, 
completely unaware that Jensen lives here. 

Perfect.

Jensen saunters over, a solid film of awareness drifting to the surface of his mind and blocking out the 
drunk idiot in him that wants to slide into Jared’s lap and grind against his stomach until they both 
come.

Jared is piping up to support Steve’s interest in doing Ryan Adams covers when Jensen says, “Hey, 
Jared.” 

All three of them swing looks over to Jensen and for a moment he experiences the weight of their 
combined stares as vertigo. Could be the Jack Daniels.

“Hey,” Jared says, eyes widening slightly. “Didn’t expect to see you here. Weird.” 

And Jensen takes a minute to study Jared, always so put together: tonight in dark denim and a sensible 
sweater; hair combed back and out of his face, soft in the bleary overhead lighting; and black Asics 
that apparently count as his “good” shoes. His green and white athletic jacket is thrown over the back 
of the couch with the kicker’s.

“You go anywhere without that thing?” Jensen nods to the jacket, rolling his eyes.

“You guys know each other?” Steve asks, grinning between them. “Jen’s been a good buddy of mine 
for a long time, lives here. Jen, this is my friend Chad, met him the other night at a gig hitting on 
Alyson. Cute, right? No shot in hell, right? Anyway, he’s on the football team, plays with Jared here.”

Jensen holds out a hand to Chad. “I know who you are, dude, I saw that kick at the end of the last 
game, right before Thanksgiving. Fifty-two yards. It was awesome.”
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“Thanks, man. Good to finally meet you,” Chad says. “Jared here’s told me a lot about you.” 

To his credit, Jensen doesn’t flinch. “Yeah, same here. Good to put a guy to all the stories, you know?”

Chad’s grinning at him, and Steve’s got a hand on each of their shoulders. He feels Jared, focused and 
intense, staring right through his lie. Better be a stare of gratitude, for getting us through this awkward 
fuckin’ moment, Jensen thinks.

Jensen talks with Chad a moment longer before he and Steve go off on their own tangent again, 
leaving Jensen as much the outcast as Jared had been. Involved now, he moves to sit beside Jared on 
the couch and wait for something to happen. 

He’d settle for the fog behind his eyes clearing, any time now. What was once a wonderful and happy 
drunk has become a burden and a worry, an animal not quite sure Jensen can control, now that it’s not 
going right to sleep.

“Funny, running into you again,” Jensen quips.

“Hilarious, Jen,” Jared says.

“Reserved for next of kin only. And don’t think you count, just ‘cause you moon over me to your 
friends.” 

“Shut the fuck up,” Jared says, fiercely defensive, suddenly angry. “I don’t do that. Shut up.”

Jensen backs off, startled. Jared catches himself, immediately deflating. His face colors helplessly, and 
Jensen doesn’t know what to think anymore.

“How’s class been?” 

“Fine.”

“Give me a break, Jared. I’m trying.”

Jared shrugs, staring beyond the room and into the kitchen, where Steve and Chad have disappeared 
for another round. 

“I tried,” Jared says. “And this is what I got back, so.”

Jensen swallows. Says: “This isn’t what you got back.”

“Oh, no?”

“No.”

“Then, please – ”

The movement of Jensen rising to his feet stops the thought in Jared’s head. He swings a leg across 
Jared’s to stand over him, leans in, and knots fingers in the back of Jared’s hair to haul him up into a 
kiss. Jared responds like he’s been waiting for it, mouth opening, fingers wrenching tight in the sleeves 
of Jensen’s Clash tee-shirt. Jensen is breathless the entire time, chest pounding with it. He hums soft 
sounds into Jared’s mouth that get bitten at. 

Jared drags hands down Jensen’s sides in such a depraved way that Jensen’s back arches beneath the 
touch. He curves his hands around the backs of Jensen’s thighs and Jensen follows the pull, getting a 
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knee on either side of Jared’s hips and pressing in. 

Jensen’s fingers go directly to Jared’s hair because it’s something to grip, something to hold onto and 
mess up. He uses it to tug Jared’s head back until Jared’s throat constricts with a quiet sound of 
wanting. He pants a loud breath against Jensen’s lips and murmurs, “You fucking cunt.” 

It takes a moment for Jensen’s mind to register the seriousness in Jared’s voice, but it’s enough time 
for Jared to shove him away and get up from the couch, stalking toward the kitchen.

Jensen lies there, splayed out, figuring he’s supposed to be feeling this. The rejection is potent, burns 
at him like an acid, gets right under his skin and stings painfully at the back of his mind. 

Even the name-calling hurts. Jensen hasn’t been hurt by being called something shitty since the 
seventh grade when a girl called him an dick because she thought he’d touched her ass. 

Worst of all, Jensen thinks: I made Jared feel like this. 

He pulls himself up off the couch, clumsily landing on a foot and a knee before he’s headed for the 
kitchen. He finds Jared there, saying his goodbyes to Steve, telling Chad he’ll see him tomorrow. 
Jensen stands there in the doorway, anxious, not sure what to say that won’t piss Jared off any further.

When Jared turns and sees Jensen in the door, his eyes harden, and Jensen feels the words tumble out 
helplessly: “Let me walk you home. Okay?” 

And Jared stares at him for a long, calculating moment, but Jensen doesn’t fold. Must have been 
something in Jensen’s tone, or something lingering in his expression, but Jared softens after a few 
seconds and shrugs, picture of casual. 

“Whatever,” he says.

Jensen rolls his eyes, but tugs on his Chucks and follows Jared out anyway. He knows a gift when he 
gets one. 

It’s almost three and the December air is still as they walk. Beside him, Jared is tense, refusing to break 
the silence. He keeps eyes on the tree line, hands shoved in his pockets, hair still tangled and askew 
where Jensen had been pulling at it. Jensen tries not to stare, feeling a mixture of heat and shame 
lapping at his stomach. 

“Glad to be done with football?” Jensen asks. Lame, he thinks.

“Training to run track, now. In the spring. Athletic scholarships, they expect you to be athletes all the 
time, or something. Crazy, right?”

Jensen ignores the shitty tone. Says: “Hey, that’s. If that’s what you’re good at. That’s awesome.”

“Sure,” Jared says, and lapses into silence again.

“So listen,” Jensen sighs, rubbing a frustrated hand over his eyes. “I’m kind of drunk right now, but. I 
should tell you I’m not good at things. I mean, I don’t even know you. I do not know one thing about 
you outside of hating chemistry and playing football.”

“What more is there to know?”

“Well, a lot, I’m sure. Plenty. And, I’m interested. I just. Whatever.” 
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Jared chances a look at this, and they make tenuous eye contact before Jared quickly looks down to his 
own feet.

“Just decided to leave me out to dry, right?” Jared supplies. “Cause you’ve got the hipster judgment 
thing going on? Cause I’m a football player and I’m dumb at chemistry, right. And it doesn’t matter that 
it felt – doesn’t matter what it felt like.”

“It matters,” Jensen says, more harshly than he intends.

Jared’s quiet again, and they come to a stop outside one of the team dorms on the East side of 
campus. The moon is blocked out by bare tree branches that set trembling shadows over Jared’s face. 
He looks at Jensen carefully, shoves a handful long, messy hair off his forehead. 

“I hate coffee,” he says.

Jensen frowns, opening his mouth to argue the point. But then he gets it, and feels like such an 
asshole that he can feel his face fall.

“Jared. Let me come up. Please? I want to come up.”

And Jared thinks about it; Jensen sees it cross his face, sees his eyes darken at the thought, sees the 
way the line of his shoulders tightens with anticipation. Jensen chews his lip, doesn’t care that he’s 
begging. 

“No,” Jared finally says. “Bad idea. Awful idea.”

The swoop of aching in Jensen’s chest leaves no room for words. He nods, shrugging, a reluctant 
agreement. He takes a step backwards.

“I’m sorry,” Jared says.

“It’s fine. I get it.”

“Call me tomorrow.”

Jensen grins. “Nine am, and we’re going for coffee.” 

Jensen’s awake at 7, watching the sky, listening to his racing thoughts. If he spends one more minute 
with this thing unresolved between them, he’ll never make it to the end of the semester.

He throws on the jeans he wore last night, a tee-shirt from the clean pile on his floor, and the Vic U hat 
he got his first year here, from his dad, during Family Weekend. The air is freezing and drags the 
warmth out of Jensen’s lungs as the building closes itself behind him. 

He calls Jared as he walks, not expecting the groggy slur of a greeting.

“I was going to leave you a voicemail.”

“What time is it?”

“Have you ever been to my store?”
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“What? Jensen.”

“The record shop, had you ever even seen it? Before we met.”

Jared sighs, sounds like he’s stretching. “Alyson had to draw me a map. Where the hell are you, dude, 
it’s loud.”

“And you knew I lived with Steve. Jesus Christ, Jared. You really did all of this.” 

“Jen, man, you’re gonna have to call back later, all right? I’m not, I just went to bed like three hours 
ago, what are you even doing awake, is that wind? You should be passed out cold right now.”

“Listen. You should know that I don’t date.”

“What? Okay.”

“I don’t even really like to talk.”

“That’s a fucking lie, because you love to listen to yourself, but all right, I’ll go with it.” 

“Jared, I’m trying to say. Oh for – come down and let me in, will you?” 

“What? You’re – what the hell are you doing here? Fuck’s sake. I’ll be right down.”

Jared comes down in gray lounge pants and a white tee-shirt, with bare feet and bleary eyes. His hair 
is a mess, hanging over his forehead in tangles that he uselessly tries to shove back. Jensen feels a 
desire rip through him that’s only surfaced briefly before now. He feels like he’s looking at a completely 
different person.

Jared hesitates, staring at Jensen like Jensen’s gone crazy, about to ask, Seriously, what – 

And Jensen steps into his space, feels his stomach cave on a caught breath when Jensen catches that 
warm, soft, mouth. Jensen gives it lightly, leaves time for Jared change his mind. Jared holds himself 
back, arms held away, back curved to keep distance between them, but he doesn’t change his mind. 
He lets Jensen linger, lets their dragging lips take all of his breath until he’s panting into Jensen’s 
mouth. 

Jensen shudders, hands tight at his sides, testing how real this is. The temple resting against his, the 
dark hair brushing his eyelashes, and the way his hat is crooked from nosing Jared’s face.

“It was a game,” Jensen says, not pulling away. Eyes closed, feeling the pulse in Jared’s neck. “Fun. 
Wanting. Every time I said something shitty to you, I felt it go right through me.” 

“Well ain’t that sweet,” Jared laughs, mouth on his neck.

“Cut it out, I’m going somewhere with this.”

Jared hums, lips unevenly brushing at trembling skin. Jensen has to take a breath and re-organize his 
thoughts. 

“So, yeah,” Jensen continues hesitantly. “A game, until, you know, it wasn’t. I didn’t know what I was 
doing until it was done. Jesus fuckin’ Christ, Jared, when I didn’t see you in class that day, I thought I 
was gonna lose it.” 

“I had to move.”
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“Hated me that much, huh,” Jensen sighs, chin tilting up to encourage Jared’s touches. 

“You were the reason I was failing organic.”

“Pretty sure I was the one helping you pass.”

“I couldn’t focus on anything, was too busy listening to you yawn, or sigh; flip your fuckin’ notebook 
page; move your feet; anything. Nothing in that class was ever gonna make any sense.”

Jensen feels a flood of warmth rushing up to his skin, heating his ears, his neck, his chest. He feels so 
stupid, and he feels so, so wanted. He takes Jared by the side of the head and kisses hard, eyes 
crushed closed, letting his weight fall against Jared.

Jared catches him with strong arms around his waist, drags him close and opens wide, kissing Jensen 
so hard that his thighs tighten and his knees buckles. Jensen doesn’t breathe, doesn’t think. He feels 
light, frantic, and overwhelmed. He never ever wants this to stop.

“Can I come in now,” he gasps when Jared pulls away to kiss his face.

“No,” Jared says. “I don’t want you to come in. I never want to see you again. You’re a cunt. Go home.”

“You need practice,” Jensen grins, shoving him off and dodging inside before Jared has a chance to 
delay this any longer.

He feels the length of Jared press against his back, arms looping around his waist, legs bracketing his 
while they walk. He smiles so hard his face hurts, and he’s glad Jared can’t see. 

“I do,” Jared agrees, chin falling to rest in the heated curve of Jensen’s neck. “Good thing I know an 
awesome tutor who just happens to be a total dick.” 

Jensen laughs, and loves that Jared can feel it. 

[ Leave feedback! ]

notes

you would be embarrassed for me if you knew how much i had to read about chemistry in order to get 
these sparse facts even remotely accurate.

the university i use is victoria university of wellington, nz. consider it a shout out to a place i loved 
beyond compare.

inspired by "fire" by bruce springsteen. 
listen to this. you will die. it is so hot.

thank you to karabou and corbyinoz for looking at this and giving me some important insight, and to 
karabou for machining through what amounted to a same-day beta on part two. YOU CRAZY, omg. i 
adore you.
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time stamp #1:
let my voice lead you

pg13 for language; 970 words
not the follow-up i was planning to write, but part of the and when we kiss universe, set 

during the next football season. jared is a senior and jensen is graduated, working 
some lab research sciency job of an unspecified nature because i am SCIENCE DUMB 

AND LAZY. also they live together. because omg cute.

jensen is on his way home when he gets a phone call from jared, who is also on his  
way home.

The sky is a flat black void swallowing the road ahead as it curls over the horizon. Headlights bounce 
off the salt-white residue of the highway, catching Jensen in the eyes every time his gaze drifts. He’s 
still got about six exits to go and he’s not sure he’s going to make it, rubbing at his eyes and yawning 
so hard his jaw cracks. He turns down the heat and turns up the radio.

Steve played a gig in the city tonight; some dive called The Call that served PBR on tap and played the 
Sex Pistols in between sets. Jensen had stayed afterward to help Steve and his bandmate Chris pack up 
their gear and slug down an extra beer or two. He’s gotta be at the lab for 8 tomorrow morning, but 
the sound of a well-played guitar and good hoppy beer is always worth it. 

Jensen’s feeling his eyes droop when his cell phone starts buzzing from the passenger seat. Curious, he 
checks the display: Jay. 

“Hey,” he says, surprised. “Didn’t think I’d hear from you tonight.”

“Yeah, well. It’s been one of those nights. Headed to the airport now, catching something at around 
midnight. I don’t even know anymore.”

“Heard about the game.”

“Rolled my ankle in the third when we were down by five, fuckin’ pissed, man.” 

“You on the bus?”

“Yeah, I can’t say too much. You know. I’m fuckin’ exhausted. Talk to me.”

Jensen smiles, is dying to give him shit. What’s the matter, can’t let the boys know you’re talking to 
your girlfriend? But he’s tired and comfortable and doesn’t feel like bantering. It’s just good to hear 
Jared’s voice, low and aching in his ear.

“On my way home from Steve’s gig. He played up north with Chris in some downtown dump. I took a 
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piss and there was this girl getting nailed in the bathroom. Place was packed with kids, I felt old, man. 
They sounded good, though; covered ‘Hang On Sloopy,’ people went nuts. It was ridiculous. The 
bartender was my junior high science teacher, weird, right? Fuckin’ lame though because all he wanted 
to talk about was the lab, what I did there, gene sequencing, all that. Lost an hour of my life to that 
asshole.”

Jared laughs quietly, and Jensen’s stomach tightens at the sound.

“San Diego must’ve been nice,” Jensen muses. “Weren’t there long, though, huh? You guys just got in 
last night, right?” 

“Yeah.”

“Well, that ain’t no way to see the coast. But, guess that’s what you get for being a big shot playing in 
D1. All work, no fun. Couldn’t even pull out a win, either, what a waste of a plane ticket. You guys suck. 
Was it that chucklehead, Mike? Dicking off and screwing you guys with penalties?” 

Jared laughs again, mouth close to the phone. “Nah, man. It was just tough. They read every fuckin’ 
run we had, and they hit hard. Dudes were big.” 

“So you’re gonna be hurtin’ when you get home? Whining and crying like a snot-nosed schoolgirl, huh. 
You’re a fucking joy to be around after a game like that. Foot rubs and breakfast in bed all over again, 
great. Can’t wait.”

“More like ice baths and heating pads this time, shit. We got stomped.”

Jensen stares down the white dotted lines of the highway, feels soft and affectionate and more in tune 
to Jared’s breath than he’s been with anything else all night. He pauses, fingers tapping against the 
steering wheel, toes against the side of the brake pedal. 

He says: “I miss you, you idiot. Gone for two days and I spend the entire time thinking about when 
you’re coming home. What does that even mean?” 

“I can think of a few things,” Jared says, and Jensen hears the upturn of a smile lifting his words. 

“Well, whatever you’re thinking, you’re way off. I haven’t gotten laid in two days. I’m a simple guy, Jay, 
and I need some ass.”

“Liar.”

“Oh, so it ain’t that.”

“It ain’t only that.”

“Oh, no?”

“Nope.”

Jensen laughs. “I’m almost home, getting off the exit now. I’m gonna eat the rest of your pizza rolls 
and then pass out. Gotta be at the lab for eight. Don’t wake me up when you come in, all right? Crawl 
into bed and be pathetic real quiet-like.”

“Don’t you fucking touch those pizza rolls, Jen, I swear to God. I’m counting on those.”

“Oh, no. Those are definitely going. I’m serious, though, I’m delirious and I’m on the microscope for 
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four hours tomorrow morning. Don’t fuck with me.”

“I wanna be home so bad, Jen,” Jared says softly, so close to a physical need that Jensen’s breath trips 
over his heart. “Everyone’s miserable, and tired. My foot kills. This sucks. I just want to be there now.”

“Hey, whoa. Listen. It was only one game, right? You’ll be home the next two, and you guys’ll kill, and 
I’ll be there to see it. Pop a Benadryl when you get to the airport and you’ll be here in no time. You 
know I’ll be up when you get in. I’ll be here, okay?”

Jared sighs, quiet and frustrated. “Yeah, Jen. All right. Listen, we’re heading up to curbside check-in in 
a minute, so I’ll see you in a few hours?”

“Yeah, Jay. Can’t wait.” 

“Me either. Listen, I hate you, okay.”

“Yeah, shut up, meathead.”

Jared laughs as his connection goes dead and Jensen throws the phone over to the passenger seat 
again, grinning, feeling intense relief. He picks up the pace, speeding into the familiar curves of the 
densely-forested back roads toward their apartment. He’ll get a few hours of sleep in before Jared gets 
home, at least. Work will suck in the morning, but it’s always worth it. 

[ Leave feedback! ]

note

so this is a little bit of something that i wrote for strangeallure, as she mentioned traveling ficlets, 
because she was flying to london! and okay dear, it was none of the things you wanted, haha, i am 
sorry, but! i am stuck on this verse for now, i reckon.
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time stamp #2:
his breathing is music

nc17 for sex!;
3000 words (OF PORN)

set two weeks from the end of and when we kiss. jared's over jensen's, helping him with  
his paper, and well. they haven’t played quite like this, yet.

Jensen lies on his bed, head propped against the pillows as he reads through a journal article on 
protein interactions. He’s still digging for something to use in his thesis, which is now in its fourth re-
write, because his professor thinks it’s too involved.

Jared lies on the bed opposite to him, head at the footboard, bare ankles under Jensen’s pillow. He’s 
lying on a hip, pressed into Jensen’s side, arm slung over Jensen’s bare feet while he proof-reads the 
latest section of Jensen’s paper.

Jensen isn’t gonna be the one to say anything, because it’s only been two weeks, but this feels really, 
really nice.

Jared’s hard; Jensen can feel it pressed tight against his outer thigh. It feels good, hot and insistent at 
the back of his mind while he works. They both ignore it, except that once in a while Jared will nose 
Jensen’s toes and then bite the curve of his instep, and Jensen will jolt in surprise, thigh shoving into 
Jared, and Jared will roll his hips against Jensen and bite his lip on a sigh. 

“These references are terrible, Jen,” Jared says, throwing a thigh over Jensen’s lap and hitching his hips 
into Jensen’s leg. “Who do you think you’re presenting this to? The Vic defensive line? Seriously. Why 
don’t you crack that APA manual once in a while.” He squints toward Jensen’s desk, adds: “Is it still 
shrink-wrapped over there?”

“You’re hilarious,” Jensen says, not looking up. “Think I might be a little too pre-occupied with 
explaining molecular genetics to worry about period placement? Maybe?”

“Hey, whatever. Just letting you know that you suck. It’s your grade.” 

Jensen rolls his eyes, but Jared’s right, and Jensen will fix them later, after Jared’s gone. 

Jared flips a page and shifts on the bed again. His leg tightens over Jensen’s lap, pressing tight and 
dragging with hot friction and Jensen closes his eyes for a moment, inviting the dizzying feeling to 
bloom upward.

When he opens his eyes, Jared is staring at him.

“I’m done,” Jared says, gesturing with the draft in his hands. “It’s really good, Jensen. Not as bad as – ”
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Jensen presses a hand against Jared’s backside, silencing him. He traces down into the middle curve 
with the L of his thumb and fingers, pressing hard and deep with the line of his hand. Jared tenses, 
muscles tightening as Jensen follows the line with his thumb, digging into the denim and making Jared 
squirm.

“Jen,” he bites off sharply, staring. 

Jensen burrows his hand against Jared’s entrance, digs at the length of his hand against it; pressing, 
knuckling at it. Jared presses his face against the tops of Jensen’s feet, eyes closing, leg tightening over 
Jensen’s stomach as he ruts his dick hard into Jensen’s hip in response. Jared’s breath is hot and wet 
against Jensen’s foot.

They haven’t played quite like this, yet.

Jared doesn’t say anything, doesn’t ask for anything, just rocks silently into Jensen’s side as Jensen 
digs hard, breath held, against the denim stretched tight across his ass.

Jensen uses two fingers then, pressing right into Jared and Jared finally makes a stuttering murmur, 
clenching, pushing back, and then slapping his hand down over Jensen’s dick.

Jensen freezes, because Jared’s touched him a few times before, has made him come with agonizingly 
slow and exploratory touches, but this. Jensen’s fingers are pressing so hard into the cleft of Jared’s ass 
that it’s painful. Jensen’s knuckles are white, his wrist hurts from how hard he’s been pressing just to 
get past the dense fabric.

Jared’s hot palm shoving at him through his jeans says, give me this, and, put it there.

Jensen puts a hand over Jared’s and shoves his hips up into their palms. Jared’s fingers curl beneath 
his, squeezing. It makes Jensen’s jaw drop on a hinged breath. It’s good. He’s ready. He presses the 
heel of his hand into Jared’s and Jared gets it, does the same, grinds his palm down hard into the front 
of Jensen’s jeans almost to the point of pain, but Jensen takes it, holds him there, just grinds up into it, 
the other hand dug into Jared’s muscled ass and squeezing. 

“Um,” Jared says, voice hoarse, teeth digging into the curve of Jensen’s foot.

Jensen unbuttons his jeans.

Jared’s up so fast the mattress jostles beneath them. He claws at Jensen’s shirt, and Jensen lets him. 
Then he edges up and over Jensen, rips Jensen’s jeans over his thighs, and sinks his mouth down over 
him. Jensen’s back bows, shoulders bunching as he gasps and digs fingers into Jared’s hair to keep him 
down. He rocks his hips, feeling Jared’s tongue against him, tensing, sucking and taking him. It’s hot 
and tight, Jensen’s stomach trembling with unbreathed breaths. A clawing sensation of need spikes in 
Jensen’s blood, a need to fuck so hard he’s boneless and begging, and his fingers hid into Jared’s hair, 
tearing at it, pulling it, with the effort it takes to keep it all inside.

He makes a sound. He can’t help it. It’s small. Jared growls in response, shoves an arm underneath his 
hips and pulls him deeper. Jensen shouts helplessly, pounding reflexively into Jared’s mouth before 
locking down again. His thighs burn, tight with control, trying not to wrap around Jared’s head and hold 
him down there.

That, that. Would be over in a fucking hurry.

The jeans are restrictive. Jared’s chin is red and chafed from rubbing against the denim as he sucks 
down Jensen’s dick, hard and fast as his swollen mouth will allow. The jeans don’t pose a problem until 
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Jared’s got his hand worked down the back of them, two fingers pushing into Jensen’s ass and 
scissoring. Jensen jerks and kicks out clumsily, bound by the denim caught tight around his chafing 
thighs.

“Fuck, Jay, stop for a second,” Jensen begs, hands pushing at Jared’s face, and then tugging fruitlessly 
at his jeans.

Jared hovers over him, panting, yanking his tee-shirt up over dark eyes. He wipes messily at his slick 
red face, smearing spit and pre-come across his cheeks. 

Jensen huffs, pissy while Jared just watches him struggle, and then he’s shouting because Jared is 
rough-housing him onto his stomach, pulling Jensen up against his thighs, and shoving the jeans to 
Jensen’s knees.

“Better?” Jared asks, bowed over Jensen’s back, dick pressed against his ass with sopping wet promise.

Jensen lays his head to the side, trying to catch his breath as he turns toward the voice at his ear. It’s 
husky, firm, and level. He winces, chest pounding with need, at the hot wet feel of Jared’s dick running 
between his tight muscles, toying, bucking against his ass. Jared’s chest is flush against his back and 
Jensen feels him dragging a hot mouth over his shoulder, sucking marks into his salty skin.

“God, shit, Jay. Feels like, I don’t even know.”

“I know,” Jared says, running hands along Jensen’s ribs. He stops at Jensen’s hips, and then pulls at 
Jensen hard, and his dick pounds against Jensen’s ass, and it rips a cry right out of Jensen’s throat.

Jared laughs, but it’s not quite a humorous sound as much as a reverberation of triumph. 

Jensen shoves a blind, shaking hand between the mattress and the wall, digs around desperately, 
fingers seeking out something he left there days ago, blushing and hopeful. When he finds it, he gasps 
his relief and hands it back to Jared with a curse.

“I’ve never fucking wanted this as much as I do right fucking now, god help me, Jay, fuck,” Jensen 
says, head buried in his arms, breath coming short and fast. 

“I know, Jesus fuck, Jen, god you’re so good, you feel so fucking good, I might fuck you and never 
fucking stop, god I just want to be in this,” Jared says, and his fingernails are digging into Jensen’s 
thighs, hands drifting to Jensen’s dick, circling, pushing into the sensitive skin there until Jensen begs 
again, and then Jared’s jerking him off fast and hard to illicit another surprised cry from Jensen. 

“Fuck, Jay, fuck, man, don’t even talk, it feels so fucking good, do it, god, fuck me, fuck me please, 
please fuck me, don’t wait, I can’t even.” 

“Jen, if you stop talking I’ll go crazy,” Jared says. He slams in. 

Jensen groans long and loud, from his gut, the pain of it pulling a string of curses from deep down 
beyond where Jared’s hands grip and stroke him. Jared stays buried in, forehead pressed between 
Jensen’s shoulder blades. His tongue licks a hot wet stripe up to Jensen’s neck. Jared jerks him off 
slow, hips grinding in small hitches, until Jensen wants to scream, unable to spread his legs any further, 
to give it back as hard as he wants to. 

“Fuck, these jeans, I’m going fucking nuts, Jay, it’s so good, but you need to give me more, fucking 
harder, and faster, just more, just fucking pound it okay? Like really fucking pound into it. Really. Really. 
Oh, shit.” 
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Jared arches up, does as he’s told, holds steady and fucks into Jensen so fast he can’t think straight. 
Jensen is beyond words at this point, his entire body shuddering at the force of Jared’s heavy-hitting 
hips; the most Jensen can do is dig fingernails into the bed and hold on tight. 

Jared stops on a dime, freezes, completely still except for how hard his breath comes. He’s buried in, 
balls against Jensen’s ass, and Jensen lets some of the tension drain from his exhilarated muscles. His 
blood rushes and pounds, clamors for Jared to keep moving, but the heart-pounding swoops of his 
belly are beautiful and he holds himself off, feeling it intensify, burning bright-hot like a hungry fire.

Jared’s pulled off and is digging around at Jensen’s body again, man-handling him, shoving and pulling 
to get Jensen’s jeans off, finally, and Jensen’s ready to sob with relief when he feels his thighs being 
wrenched apart and spread hard. He tightens his hold in the sheets and nearly comes off the bed, 
knees liquefying beneath him, when Jared hauls him up and shoves a tongue between painfully spread 
muscles. 

Jensen’s mouth falls open but aside from a long, high whine, nothing comes out. No words get formed. 
All there is, is to want. Want more, want to scream, want to die, want to rip at something until it’s torn 
apart. Jared’s tongue fucks into him and Jensen can’t even think beyond the sickeningly wet, slutty, 
dirty lurch in his stomach. 

Jensen clenches around Jared, can’t help it, and Jared responds with a flicker of tongue that had 
Jensen twisting and bucking, letting off a string of profanities that only serve to encourage Jared; Jared 
simply locks Jensen’s legs down harder, uses one hand to spread him, and continues sucking at 
Jensen’s ass. 

Jensen is a drooling slobbering red-faced mess, forearms bruised with bite marks, by the time Jared 
lets him go and shoves him away. Before Jensen can catch his breath he’s got Jared hauling him up 
into his lap, and this, despite the trembling legs, is something Jensen can do, because he’s so strung 
out with need that he’s happy to sink down onto Jared, back to Jared’s chest, and just move.

Jensen’s hips grind slow down onto Jared, and he can hear Jared let a groan fall out of his mouth. 
Jensen works hard, gripping the headboard for leverage, other hand moving fast and tight on his own 
dick. He can feel the sweat running down his back, can feel the way his lungs burn with the effort it 
takes to even breathe. And his body just wants to move harder.

Jensen feels Jared biting his neck; not something nice, not a love bite, not a sweet sucking kiss. He is 
fucking biting Jensen, teeth dug in, hot wet breaths hissing around the breaking skin. Jensen winces, 
and then gives a sharp protest – it fucking hurts – and Jared releases his mouth with a stuttered 
apology, licking the skin there and then latching on again when Jensen spreads wide and pounds down 
especially hard. 

Jensen leans back, pulls Jared up with the crook of his elbow, and kisses him hard. His hips slow down, 
distracted, rocking close and deep, while Jared’s tongue is a heavy heat in his mouth. Jensen can’t help 
but bite at his lips, run his teeth up into Jared’s open mouth as it sucks hungrily against his. They fight 
over who’s kissing who, and they both win. Or neither of them. It doesn’t matter. 

“This, um,” Jared says, pressing his face into the side of Jensen’s neck. “We could do this all fucking 
day.”

Jared’s hair is sweat-damp and sticking to Jensen’s jaw. Jensen presses against Jared’s chest and 
pushes hard onto Jared’s dick, letting a wave of heat break over him. 

“You wanna?” Jensen says.

“I’d like to, you know, come. In your ass. Blow – blow my fucking load all over you. Something 
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completely disgusting and filthy that’s gonna make you bitch at me later.”

“Yeah, let’s not quit while we’re ahead, right, let’s get some fucking an - animosity brewing again. 
Surefire way to piss me off is to come in my hair. I’ll fucking kill you, Jay, I swear. I don’t care how 
good it is.”

“I’ll remember that.”

He spreads a palm over the middle of Jensen’s back. Puts the other around Jensen’s waist. Then he 
shoves Jensen so hard it pops his shoulder and sends him sprawling onto his elbows on the floor. But 
Jared’s right behind him, bracing him against his chest, absorbing the impact. 

“You fucking cunt,” Jensen grunts from under Jared’s weight.

“Shut up and take it like a slut,” Jared says, teeth edging along the shell of Jensen’s ear. 

Jensen’s lips tremble silently with want.

Jared’s got Jensen’s wrists pinned to the floor, and Jensen is bunched tight, uncomfortably immobile 
beneath Jared. He feels Jared shifting easily inside him, sliding, pressing, teasing.

Then he feels Jared brace around him. 

The shock of motion that rips into him, hard fast and silent, sends Jensen’s body into total lockdown. 
His veins are too filled with heat and light to feel anything; his skin is so hot it’s painful to touch; his 
muscles are so painfully tight he can’t imagine ever moving again. He is stunned into stillness, Jared 
pounding hard and deep into him, gritting out dirty words, telling Jensen to take it, like he has any 
fucking choice in the matter.

Jared growls an obscenity and he lets go of Jensen’s wrist to run a licked, sweaty palm over Jensen’s 
balls. Jensen’s eyes roll back and he whimpers Jared’s name, and it’s coming now, can’t be stopped, so 
he just says, “Fuck, yeah Jay, god, that’s it that’s almost it, come on, fuck, harder, fucking harder, 
please, Jay, shit.” 

Jensen can feel him tense, feel the second Jared’s orgasm starts to creep up; his hips get crazy, losing 
their rhythm, just shoving desperately at Jensen in the hopes that they’ll hit something. Jared’s 
squeezing Jensen in a way that makes Jensen think he’s lost control or consciousness of his limbs, or 
both. It would hurt, if Jensen weren’t already so fucked out and dying for it. 

Jared yells when he comes, hips shoving through it, into Jensen, wrist too tight and working too hard 
on Jensen’s dick. Jensen feels Jared’s full-body trembling as if it were his own, and it makes Jensen 
swell with that overpowering white-out feeling of need. He comes shaking and gasping against Jared’s 
prone form, which lies bowed over him and panting.

They lie together on the floor briefly, before Jared picks up his head and asks, “How did we get here?”

“You fucked me off the bed,” Jensen says.

Jared’s quiet. Then: “I am awesome.”

“All of my roommates just heard that.”

“Don’t start acting like a prude now, Jen,” Jared says, knuckling at Jensen’s head. “You were just 
begging for that.” 
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“I’m just saying.”

“Well, I’m just saying, that was awesome, and I hope you plan on giving it up quite a bit in our future.”

“Our future,” Jensen laughs.

“That shit just warmed your heart, didn’t it?”

“Shut up.” 

Jared kisses softly over the sore mark throbbing at Jensen’s neck. His hands run lightly down Jensen’s 
trembling thighs, and Jensen lets a sigh drawl out of him. He could lay here like this, cramped and 
uncomfortable as he is, and let Jared touch him for the rest of the day.

Instead, he hauls Jared off the floor. They clean up; Jensen slides back into his boxers, watches with 
interest as Jared does the same. Jared catches his eyes momentarily and Jensen feels his insides flush. 
It feels awkward, somehow, and Jensen looks away, to the window.

Jared’s moving around, picking up his clothes, and Jensen has the powerful urge to rip them all away. 
Jared catches him staring again, and gives his best smile.

“Trying to figure out how to kick me out,” Jared says. “It’s cool, I’m going. I’ll call you later.”

Jensen winces. He’s got some work to do, if that’s the first thought that’s entering Jared’s head. He 
thinks, I’m a fucking idiot.

“Trying to figure out if it’s all right for me to ask you to stay a while,” Jensen says. 

Jared looks at him then, carefully, before giving a small grin. “It’s all right,” he says.

“So?”

“So, you’ve got a lot of rewriting to do.”

Jensen watches as Jared piles all his stuff onto the desk and pulls the APA Manual – still shrink-
wrapped – off the shelf. Jared rips off the plastic and brings it over to the bed, where he stretches out 
and pulls Jensen down with him.

“Chapter one,” Jared reads, arm pillowing Jensen’s head as he holds the book in front of them. 
“Organization of a Manuscript.”

“This is fucking romantic,” Jensen says.

“Wait till we get to editoral style. Then I really break out the big guns.” 

[ Leave feedback! ]

notes

i think this is a personal record for me, smut-wise. not sure i've ever written anything this long that is 
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http://standing-fic.livejournal.com/18820.html?mode=reply


purely fodder. yee!

title is from a song by the everyday visuals: "her breathing is music," as seen here.
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AND WHEN WE KISS,
a mini soundtrack.

a few songs i had in mind during the writing of this; nothing special, but please enjoy! 
all files are uploaded to mediafire, because mediafire is my jam.

01 ADELE -- My Same
walkin with each other, think we'd never match at all

but we do

02 MAXWELL -- Get to Know Ya
tell me anything

i gotta get to know ya
your way, the words you'd probably say

when you want, i'll be here - longing to know ya

03 RAY LAMONTAGNE -- Crazy (Gnarls Barkley cover)
come on, now

who do you think you are?
oh - bless your soul

do you really think you're in control? 

04 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN -- Fire (Live)
you say you don't like it

but girl, i know you're lyin
cause when we kiss?

oh -- fire

05 THE ALPHABEATS -- 10,000 Nights of Thunder
i was not looking for artsy fartsy love
i wanted someone to love completely

someone more than weekly 

[ Download the soundtrack and leave feedback! ]

[ Entire verse can be found here.]
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